MINI5280

Next Ride Saturday, August 7th - Cookout and Tech Day
Located at Webb Motorsports. See a supercharger pulley added to a MINI, and enjoy good
food. 10:00am. Italian Job screening also...and
MINI5280 club pictures YTD available for viewing!

Other Upcoming Events
Tuesday, August 10th - Monthly Meeting

5280 Monthly Meeting at Webb Motorsports - see
side.

Wednesday, August 11th - Foosball Tournament
Webb Motorsports, 7:00 pm. BYO.

Friday, August 20th - Track day at Second
Creek

We are guests of the VW/Audi club locally. RSVPs
needed. Contact member Jon Kessel (03Indigo) at
www.northamericanmotoring.com or contact us at
www.mini5280.org site and we will send you the
registration information.

Wednesday, August 25th - Foosball Tournament
Webb Motorsports, 7:00 pm. BYO.

Sunday, August 29th - Keystone Wine & Jazz
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Next Meeting
Tuesday, August 10th, 7pm
Webb Motorsports

August 2004

Meeting at our standard location, Webb Motorsports
(owned by our own Randy Webb) on Sante Fe near
Highlands Ranch. The address is 3911 Norwood Dr.
Unit H, Littleton, CO 80125. For website, visit: http://
www.webbmotorsports.com/
See the new Dyno and MINI shop!
See Kendall Gelner member proﬁle - last page!

July Meeting Report

The meeting started out rainy - very rainy, as this was
a day for a downpour. Even so ﬁve MINIs managed
to make it to the Sonic burger for a good meal, including brand new members that had never been to a club
event before.
But a good meal was not all to be had this evening...

MINI5280 ride to the Keystone Wine, Jazz and Art
Festival. Ride begins in Golden at Coors Brewery
and goes over Berthoud Pass, thru Winter Park, and
then to Keystone for the festival. Watch the website
for details.

..............For those planning ahead...........
Saturday, October 9 - Pre-Yalla-Yalla
Warm-up drive for Yalla Yalla.
Saturday, October 24 - Yalla-Yalla!

Note: Dates in BOLD text are MINI5280
events, dates in plain text are hosted by other
organizations.

Important Note! Club Bylaws

out for review - please see www.
mini5280.org for more details.

Full report on Page 4
Some of the people making
MINI5280 possible:

Ofﬁcers

Directors

Jonathan Souza, President
Bridget Glass
Nick Ko, Treasurer
Randy Webb
Kendall Gelner, Secretary
Mark Fergensen
Cristopher Baur, Membership
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Event report: BMWCCA Autocross School - Saturday, July 24th

August 2004

by Kendall Gelner
The day opened cold and misty, much as the Funkhana had weeks before.
The event opened with registration, between 6:30am and 7:30am. Itʼs important to show on time to help keep
things running on time. At this even a total of three MINIs attended.
Once most people had showed, the technical inspections began with everyone raising the hoods. The main
things they are looking for are tight wheels (potentially a problem for people who bring other tires and wheels
to the track) and also looking for loose items that might ﬂy around the car during turns. Even the driverʼs side
ﬂoormat must go, unless it is hooked to the car!
With trunk and interior emptied,
we all sauntered over to the
school tent.
The school had thoughtfully provided a tent over a set of metal
bleachers, a welcome respite
from the heat any other July day
- but with the temperature still
well below 60, we all huddled
on the benches as the school
began.
The ﬁrst section of the school mainly covers basic driving techniques, and some procedures involved in attending a formal autocross session. Things like the traction wheel and turn apexes were covered, in addition to
things like cone control that are duties of autocross drivers not then driving.
Once class had covered most things, we were split into four groups, with four cone stations set up in the Coors
parking lot to practice driving skills.
The ﬁrst skill area was the skidpad/ﬁgure 8. Here you ﬁrst drove around a circle trying to go just fast enough
to be able to steer effectively with the throttle - letting up on the throttle would turn the car inward more, while
adding gas would cause the car to go a bit faster and drift away from the circle. The instructors could not take
too many rides with the drivers without getting sick, so they stayed with the driver the ﬁrst run while the second
run (going the other way around the circle) was done solo with the instructors watching from the side.
After learning the circle, the cars went around a smaller circle to learn how much slower a really sharp turn
required you to travel. Then, a ﬁgure-8 session where you switched from large to small circles to learn turning
transitions.
The second area was the slalom. First a section with long spaces between cones, then a second section where
the cones were closer together to teach you that not all cone slaloms were the same!
The last driving area was a mini-autocross - you started out as in a real autocross, at a line until given the signal
Continued on next page
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to go. The course consisted of a number of tight turns, a 180 degree turn, and ﬁnally closed with a small slalom.
Instructors rode along and helped chose the proper line to drive and gave tips on how to take some trickier sections.
The last instructional area was course working. At a real autocross, drivers work the course as well as drive - by
working the course this means to take a station and either make sure cones get reset when driven over, or monitor a few cone stations and report back when a car knocks out a cone (which costs a car time).
When all the courses were done for the day, the instructors linked all of the stations together into one fairly large
autocross course and gave everyone a few runs.
A really fun event, that helps you appreciate your MINI all the more! Even if youʼre not thinking to get into
autocross itʼs still a great experience to use your MINI to the fullest.
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by Kendall Gelner
The meeting started out rainy - very rainy, as this was a day for a
downpour. Even so ﬁve MINIʼs managed to make it to the Sonic
burger for a good meal, including brand new members that had never
been to a club event before.
But a good meal was not all to be had this evening.
When 8:00 rolled around, and the sky had gotten dark from the sun setting as opposed to large
volumes of rain (which had subsided substantially by this point) the MINIs took off in formation.
The destination? DIA, or rather the outskirts - there a public road runs just beyond the end of a
runway used by incoming jetliners. After watching one of the larger jets ﬂy directly overhead
as we passed underneath, we turned around and parked as close as was allowed (perhaps a bit
closer).
But there was still more! Although
it was delightful to watch the incoming jets slowly lower themselves onto
the runway, we decided to give them
a true MINI greeting as they came in
- so for the next few jets we raised
our hoods and turned the headlights
on, waving the hoods up and down in
greeting as the jets approached.
After that we took a brief detour to where the SCCA runs autocross events at DIA, a truly massive parking lot near the rental car area.
After that we split up to go our various ways, a damp evening made more fun than it might
have been otherwise.
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Drive report: Drive the Rockies - Saturday, July 31st
by Jonathan Souza
The day dawned crisp and clear in Boulder, CO. Perfect for a mid-summer motoring trip to the Rockies. But
soon, the day would go to the dogs. Literally.

9 drivers, 9 minis, 7 passengers, and 3 dogs made the trip. Sean Bancroft (and his pop Gil, back for his 2nd
ride) brought Buddy. Buddy is a cute little mix of - I forget - but a nice little dog nonetheless. Richard Rice
brought his friend and his dog, Tula. Jonathan Souza brought his terrier Bo. And off we went. Meeting at the
University Memorial Center (CU Boulder campus) we took an immediate left turn up Boulder Canyon towards
Nederland. A few twisties and turnies later we arrived,
waved at the frozen guy, and kept right on going up the
Peak-to-Peak. A scenic drive it was, past places like Left
Hand Canyon, Indiana Gulch, Glacier View Ranch, Peaceful Valley, St. Malo, Twin Sisters, Beaver Meadows, and a
place called Hidden Valley (we found it tho). Further, there
were other Hidden places: Hidden Ranch, Hidden View,
Hidden Hills, Hidden Stream, Hidden Gulch, Hidden Hills
(again), and Hidden Hideaway. We found them all.
Our ﬁrst stop was the Lily Lake Visitor Center, just outside
of Estes Park. The usual thing, pictures, discussion, and
biological breaks. Then on into Estes for a quick photo op
at the Historic Stanley Hotel. Now, just 10 years ago, this place was dead. Now however, it is painted, lively,
and $3 for admission. But you get a token, still have mine. We took the Beaver Meadows entrance to the Park,
rather than Old Fall River Road (this one partly gravel, not good for MINIs but very, very scenic). Travel was
moderate and tourists were many. Counting license plates, we tolled 22 states including far away ones such as
New York and New Jersey, Florida, and Georgia. Wow. ( Family Vacation is my favorite oxymoron....) To the
top we went and boy we had fun. One photo stop at Milner Pass and (good thing we did that) on to the Alpine
Visitor Center. Good thing, because there was literally NO parking up top. We did sort of a ﬂy-by and that was
that.

Continued on next page
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Down the back way towards Grand Lake. Now donʼt kid yourselves here. This route is every bit as scenic as
the front side, just in a different sort of way. And being downhill, gas mileage was great - in the upper 50s!
On past Grand Lake, Shadow Mountain Lake and into Grand Lake for a short walk and some grub and we
were on our way. South to Granby (the lakes
are full again, good news....) and into Granby.
Then on to Winter Park (not white in the summer) and up the pass towards the old Berthoud
ski area. This is a place where you can, well,
letʼs say drive in a spirited fashion. Some did.
A short visit at the top, a few goodbyes (see, it
is downhill all the way home) and then down
to I-70 and back to the front range. (One poor
woman apparently had driven her vehicle well
over the side of the road. All we saw was a large
tow truck, a cable, and her with her hands on her
hips, looking over the side, ostensibly wondering ʻ How did that happen???ʼ)
Thanks to David and Nancy Bierbaumer, Dan Weigold, Brad Mott and his family, Joe Lukach and his daughter, Roger Bigelow (man, is he regular. I mean on the rides), and new, ﬁrst time attendees Forbes and Linda
Kayhart. We all had fun and will do it again, the other direction.
Fun facts to know and tell: We should thank Enos Mills for the park. It was in 1909 that he - a naturalist,
writer, and conservationist - began efforts to preserve what is now the Park. In 1915 the area became the 10th
National Park in our system. Going back to 1859 when Joel Estes and his son Milton rode into the valley
north of Lyons, CO, it is nice to remember our forefathers who settled this area and who provided us with a
truly beautiful national treasure. If you have not been to the park, or been to the park recently, call me. I will
organize another ride and we will do it again. And again and again and again. Gladly.
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MINI Bits

Phil Wicks Ultimate Driving Academy - Colorado!!
We are organizing a Driving Academy / Track Day at Pueblo Motorsports
Park with Phil Wicks Ultimate Driving Academy. We are looking at October 9th & 10th or October 16th & 17th. This event will be for all drivers at all skill levels from novice to expert. A fun and exciting day for all.
We need a minimum of 50 people to have Phil Wicks come and instruct for us, with a maximum 100
people for his academy; more are welcome to join in the track day event as well. For information on
what Phil offers check out his web site at minidriving.com . You can also contact Richard Marsden at
303-246-0673 or Anthony Figueiredo at 303-210-6226. The approximate price for the event will be
$300.00 with a 20% discount to club members. This event is open to new and classic minis. As soon as
we have 50 people we can make this event happen.

Tripod your MINI
Hereʼs an example of someone truly dedicated to photographing MINIs - from Dave Bunting comes these great
shots of his MINI in motion.

Link Of The Month - Alpine Alien MINI
When you see the result of this extreme MINI modiﬁcation, you will be sure Alpine has made
a few visits to Area 51 and used secrets from beyond the stars in the re-creation of this amazing
MINI.
Click Here for Crutchﬁeld MINI
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MINI5280 Member Proﬁle - Kendall Gelner

Name

Kendall Gelner

Hometown
Sedalia, CO

Every month this newsletter will proﬁle a (semi) random
MINI5280 member. To increase your odds of being picked,
just attend a MINI5280 monthly meeting!

Occupation

I am a Software Architect at Level 3 Communications, located along Hwy 36 by the Flatirons mall.

What does “Software Architect” really mean? I like to discribe it thusly - real architects carefully plan and construct a solid building meant to last for a long time. Software architects on the other hand, build structures that
can have beauty but only in the mind - and the structures are essentially giant card-houses. The main job then
of the Software Architect is to construct as ﬁne a house of cards as is possible, and then spend the rest of thier
time making sure people do not blow on it too hard or put a new card in the wrong place.

MINI Highlights

Electric Blue/White Roof & Wheels, Clear Lights 2003 MINI Cooper
Born in October, delivered just before Thanksgiving 2002

MINI Name

MINI
I have never thought it needed another!

Why a MINI?

Unlike others I was not fully aware of the heritage of the MINI in my youth or even early adulthood. Instead,
sometime in 2000 a friend I attended college with sent me a link to the MINI USA web site, and said “Kendall,
this car is you!”
After spending a great deal of time looking over the details of the car, and reading the history behind it, I was
hooked. The personality of the car did indeed ﬁt my own perfectly, and I have always loved things with deep
historical roots. The MINI came along at just the right time, as shortly before I was considering purchasing an
Audi TT - but after one look at a MINI (and a few trips to the dealer) I was hooked and never even considered
another car.

Your favorite MINI adventure

Absolutely this would have to be Mission MINI. I, along with three other lucky souls from the US and many
others from other countries, was able to participate in one of the grandest and oddest contests ever conceived.
A live action art-theft mystery set in Barcelona, Spain, it gave meet the chance to meet many wonderful people
from around the world and some very interesting people from BMW and MINI.
A small paragraph cannot do this event justice, see my personal log with many pictures and video at:
homepage.mac.com/kgelner/MissionMINI

Future MINI Plans and Adventures

The addition of a new supercharger pulley for that bit of extra oomph, and past that possibly the start of a few
autocrosses, continuing road trips, and spontaneous mountain drives. And now that “MINI” comes closer to
being out of warranty, probably more customization. I also am the secretary of MINI 5280, and will thus be
involved in planning more adventures for all!

